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ABSTRACT
We present the results of our survey of 1612 MHz circumstellar OH maser emission
from asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars and red supergiants (RSGs) in the Large
Magellanic Cloud. We have discovered four new circumstellar maser sources in the
LMC, and increased the number of reliable wind speeds from IR stars in the LMC
from 5 to 13. Using our new wind speeds, as well as those from Galactic sources,
we have derived an updated relation for dust driven winds: vexp ∝ ZL0.4. We com-
pare the sub-solar metallicity LMC OH/IR stars with carefully selected samples of
more metal-rich OH/IR stars, also at known distances, in the Galactic Centre and
Galactic Bulge. For 8 of the Bulge stars we derive pulsation periods for the first
time, using near-IR photometry from the VVV survey. We have modeled our LMC
OH/IR stars and developed an empirical method of deriving gas-to-dust ratios and
mass loss rates by scaling the models to the results from maser profiles. We have
done this also for samples in the Galactic Centre and Bulge and derived a new
mass loss prescription that includes luminosity, pulsation period, and gas-to-dust ra-
tio M˙ = 1.06+3.5−0.8·10−5 (L/104 L)0.9±0.1(P/500 d)0.75±0.3(rgd/200)−0.03±0.07Myr−1.
The tightest correlation is found between mass loss rate and luminosity. We find that
the gas-to-dust ratio has little effect on the mass loss of oxygen-rich AGB stars and
RSGs within the Galaxy and the LMC. This suggests that mass loss of oxygen-rich
AGB stars and RSGs is (nearly) independent of metallicity between a half and twice
solar.
Key words: masers – stars: AGB and post-AGB – supergiants – stars: mass-loss –
stars: winds, outflows – Magellanic Clouds
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1 INTRODUCTION
A remarkable aspect of the evolution of Asymptotic Giant
Branch (AGB) stars (0.8 M . M . 8 M) and some red
supergiants (RSGs) (M . 8 M) is their period of intense
mass loss. Near the end of their lifetime, AGB stars will
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lose up to 85% of their initial mass at a rate of up to 10−4
solar masses per year, and contribute a significant amount
of dust and chemically enriched material to the interstellar
medium (ISM) (Herwig 2005). They may collectively con-
tribute more dust to the ISM than any other type of celes-
tial body in the Universe. Yet, this is still controversial, as
the effects of metallicity and luminosity on the mass loss of
these stars remain unclear. Massive AGB stars and RSGs
have been instrumental in the ongoing star formation and
chemical evolution of massive sphroidals at high redshift,
and possibly in the multiple populations found in massive
Galactic globular clusters. Constraining this mass loss rate is
also hugely important for understanding supernova progen-
itors and lightcurves. Mass loss models have been developed
and refined (Reimers 1975; Baud & Habing 1983; Schröder
& Cuntz 2005; van Loon et al. 2005), but require observa-
tions for verification.
During their stage of intense mass loss, AGB and RSG
stars lose mass in the form of a stellar “superwind,” a concept
first introduced by Iben and Renzini (1983). This superwind
is accelerated by radiation pressure on circumstellar dust
grains and produces velocities ranging from about 5 − 30
km s−1. The dust grains form at a few stellar radii and
are composed of either carbonaceous or silicate dust grains,
depending on the composition of the star’s atmosphere and
the efficiency of hot-bottom burning and third dredge up
events (Herwig, 2005). Stars with an initial mass . 1.5 M
or & 4 M and metallicity within a factor of few around
solar will end their lives oxygen-rich.
The large quantity of dust surrounding some of these
stars leaves many of them obscured at visual wavelengths.
However, the stellar light heats dust grains which re-emit en-
ergy in the infrared (IR). By modeling the spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) and making assumptions we can derive
important and hard to obtain stellar parameters such as stel-
lar mass loss rate and wind speed. Dusty oxygen-rich AGB
and RSG stars often also exhibit OH, H2O, and SiO maser
emission (Nyman et al. 1998). From these unique properties,
these stars have been aptly named OH/IR stars.
OH/IR stars generally emit their strongest OH masers
at 1612 MHz, which occurs at several hundred stellar radii
from the star. These masers are pumped by infrared radia-
tion and trace terminal velocities of the envelope’s expansion
due to their large distances from the central star (Elitzur,
1992). The OH molecules are formed when H2O molecules at
the periphery of the inner envelope are photo-dissociated by
interstellar ultra-violet radiation. In addition to OH masers,
SiO and H2O masers are used to probe the velocities of
the inner dust-free zones, and accelerating wind zones, re-
spectively (Richards et al. 2014). All three types of masers
are critical to understanding the kinematics of dust-driven
winds.
Circumstellar 1612 MHz OH masers exhibit double-
peaked profiles. The double-peak is a result of the expansion
of the OH shell and the radially amplification of 1612 MHz
photons from this shell (Engels & Bunzel 2015). From OH
masers we can determine the velocity of outflowing material
as half the separation of the main twin emission peaks. The
peaks represent the blue and redshifted final wind speeds
of outflowing material moving toward and away from us,
respectively. This expansion velocity can be used to test
dust-driven wind theory:
vexp ∝ r−1/2gd L1/4 (1)
where L is the luminosity, and rgd is the gas-to-dust ratio;
the dust-to-gas ratio has shown strong empirical evidence to
scale approximately with the metal content (van Loon 2000;
Habing 1994; Elitzur & Ivezić, 2001; van Loon 2012). Often
OH masers are the only available tool to derive expansion
velocities in extra-galactic systems as they radiate with an
intensity much greater than the alternative, thermal CO line
emission.
We can test and refine dust-driven wind theory by
observing OH masers in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC), which has a metallicity of a half solar for the
ISM and for stars formed in the most recent few Gyr
(Choudhury et al. 2016), and is within close proximity. The
well known distance to the LMC at 50 kpc (Feast 2013)
gives us accurate luminosity measurements and the ability
to test the dependence of mass loss on luminosity. What
follows is a refined analysis of OH maser searches in the
LMC by Wood et al. (1992), and Marshall et al. (2004), as
well as new detections from our new observations with the
Parkes and Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)
radio telescopes. We include samples of OH/IR stars in the
Galactic Centre and Bulge to extend our metallicity range
to super-solar values, in order to determine the dependence
of mass loss on metallicity.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Circumstellar OH masers have been discovered within our
Galaxy, and also within the LMC (Table 1). The Hamburg
Database (Engels et al. 2015) has compiled thousands of
OH maser detections within our Galaxy, yet few have been
discovered in the LMC. Previous OH maser searches in the
LMC have been completed by Wood et al. (1992), van Loon
et al. (1998a), van Loon et al. (2001b) and Marshall et al.
(2004) using IRAS data for selection criteria. These searches
were biased against objects in molecular cloud regions which
require better resolution. LMC searches of other maser types
have supplemented these searches including the SiO maser
search by van Loon et al. (1996, 2001b) and the water maser
searches by van Loon et al. (1998b,2001b) and Imai et al.
(2013).
Following the successful selection method adopted by
Marshall et al. (2004), with the added benefit of existing
mid-IR spectra obtained with the Spitzer Space Telescope
(Buchanan et al. 2006; Kemper et al. 2010; Woods et al.
2011), we selected the brightest oxygen-rich (silicate dust)
mid-IR sources (which pumps the OH maser) with the red-
dest optical and near-IR colours known in the LMC. These
have luminosities L & 20, 000 L. Despite the superior an-
gular resolution of Spitzer, all targets are exclusively IRAS
or MSX sources, suggesting few (if any) luminous OH/IR
stars were missed. Indeed, none other were found in a recent
search for extremely dusty luminous red supergiants in the
LMC (Jones et al. 2015) based on the Herschel Space Ob-
servatory far-IR survey HERITAGE (Meixner et al. 2013).
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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Table 1. The LMC target sample including the detections from Wood et al. (1992), van Loon et al. (1998a) and Marshall et al. (2004);
J2000 positions are taken from 2MASS and ATCA observations. Also listed are the previously detected OH masers, and whether we
detected OH maser emission here (no entry means target has not been attempted).
Object Alternative 2MASS position (J2000) ATCA position (J2000) Previous This work
name names RA DEC RA DEC OH OH
IRAS04407−7000 LI-LMC4 04 40 28.5 −69 55 14 yes2,1 yes
IRAS 04498−6842 LI-LMC60 04 49 41.5 −68 37 52 04 49 40.9 −68 37 50 yes1 yes
IRAS 04509−6922 LI-LMC77 04 50 40.5 −69 17 32 04 50 40.3 −69 17 35 no3 yes
IRAS 04516−6902 LI-LMC92 04 51 29.0 −68 57 50 04 51 29.6 −68 57 47 no1 yes
IRAS 04537−6922 WOH S 60 04 53 30.9 −69 17 50 no
IRAS04545−7000 LI-LMC159 04 54 10.1 −69 55 58 yes3 yes
IRAS 04553−6825 WOHG064 04 55 10.5 −68 20 30 yes3,1 yes
IRAS 04553−6933 LI-LMC183 04 55 03.1 −69 29 13 no
IRAS05003−6712 LI-LMC297 05 00 19.0 −67 07 58 yes1 yes
IRAS 05280−6910 NGC1984-IRS1 05 27 40.1 −69 08 05 05 27 41.3 −69 08 02 yes3 yes
IRAS 05294−7104 LI-LMC1153 05 28 48.2 −71 02 29 05 28 48.9 −71 02 32 no1 yes
IRAS 05298−6957 LI-LMC1164 05 29 24.6 −69 55 14 yes3
IRAS 05329−6957 LI-LMC 1286, TRM 60 05 32 52.3 −67 06 26 yes3 no
IRAS05402−6956 LI-LMC1506 05 39 44.8 −69 55 18 yes3
IRAS 05558−7000 LI-LMC 1790, TRM 58 05 55 21.0 −70 00 03 yes1 yes
MSXLMC807 LI-LMC1280 05 32 37.2 −67 06 56 05 32 37.3 −67 06 57 yes
MSXLMC811 05 32 51.3 −67 06 52 05 32 51.3 −67 06 52 yes3 yes
MSXLMC815 05 35 14.1 −67 43 56 no
MSXLMC1207 LI-LMC 182 04 55 06.5 −69 17 09 no
References: 1Marshall et al. (2004) 2van Loon et al. (1998a) 3Wood et al. (1992)
Table 2. The LMC sample with bolometric magnitudes Mbol, pulsation periods P , K-band peak-to-peak pulsation amplitudes ∆K,
mean K-band magnitudes and J −K colours from Whitelock et al. (2003). Spitzer 8.0 µm (F8) and 24 µm (F24) flux densities are from
the SAGE project (Meixner et al. 2006), that use IRAC (Fazio et al 2004) and MIPS (Rieke et al. 2004), respectively on board the
Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004). Spectral types are from van Loon et al. (2005), except where noted otherwise. We adopt a
distance to the LMC of 50 kpc (Feast 2013).
Object Mbol P ∆K K F8 F24 J −K Spectral
name (mag) (days) (mag) (mag) (Jy) (Jy) type
IRAS 04407−7000 −7.11 12645 1.23 8.79 0.51 0.68 2.34 M7.5
IRAS 04498−6842 −7.72 1292 1.30 8.08 0.78 0.69 1.86 M10
IRAS04509−6922 −7.28 1292 1.45 8.59 0.37 0.868 2.21 M1011
IRAS 04516−6902 −7.11 11655 1.41 8.72 0.30 0.558 2.32 M911
IRAS 04537−6922 8.062 0.04 1.30 1.27 2 M33
IRAS 04545−7000 −6.56 1216 1.57 10.13 0.17 0.38 5.7014
IRAS 04553−6825 −9.1910 841 0.34 7.09 5.30 13.538 2.608 M7.5
IRAS 05003−6712 −6.20 9425 1.59 9.95 0.14 0.19 2.95 M9
IRAS05280−6910 −7.7514 12.8713 1.03 24.1812
IRAS 05294−7104 −6.79 1079 1.20 9.21 0.23 0.25 2.97 M8
IRAS05298−6957 −6.7214 128014 2.0014 10.2914 0.59 1.05 3.5414
IRAS 05402−6956 −6.77 1393 1.80 10.40 0.62 1.00 4.4614
IRAS 05558−7000 −6.97 1220 1.42 9.25 0.33 0.49 3.27
MSXLMC807 −6.084 11.931 0.33 0.45
MSXLMC811 −6.714 11.122 0.76 1.25 5.27
MSXLMC815 −8.004 5906 8.141 0.19 0.209 1.361 M4
MSXLMC1207 11.50 0.12 2.87
References: 1Buchanan et al. (2006) 2Cutri et al. (2003) 3Humphreys (1978) 4Jones et al. (2012) 5Kim et al. (2014) 6Pierce et al.
(2000) 7Sloan et al. (2008) 8Trams et al. (1999) 9van Aarle et al. (2011) 10van Loon et al. (1999) 11van Loon et al. (1998a) 12van Loon
et al. (2001b) 13van Loon et al. (2005) 14Wood et al. (1992)
Additionally, we targeted stars that pulsate with very
long periods and large amplitudes, ignoring normal Mira
variables which have shorter periods, thinner shells, and
weaker OH emission. Typical LMC sources pulsate with pe-
riods P & 1000 d and with K-band (∼ 2.2µm) amplitudes
∆K > 1.2 mag as is shown in Table 2. As a consequence
of their thick envelope of circumstellar dust, these stars are
obscured at short wavelengths and are bright in the mid-IR
(F25 & 0.5 Jy).
In order to determine how the dusty wind depends on
stellar parameters we have collected two comparison sam-
ples of OH/IR stars in the inner Milky Way. We describe
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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Table 3. Results of recent maser searches in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
Object vexp Parkes (P) or Integration Velocity at peaks Fint σ
name (km s−1) ATCA (A) time (h) (km s−1) (mJy km s−1) (mJy)
epoch Blue Red Blue Red
IRAS 04407−7000 8.35 P 2003 8.6 222.8 239.5, 237 9.6 35.5 5.9
P 2005 1.7 240, 237 89.8 8.8
Combined 10.2 223 240, 237 12 105.8 4.8
IRAS 04498−6842 13.0 P 2003 13.8 246.3 22.9 8.2
A 2015 4.6 246.3 272.3 8.2 44.5 10.6
Combined 18.4 246.3 272.3 67.3 6.4 6.3
IRAS 04509−6922 11.4 P 2003 5.0 254.2 274.7 5.1 3.4 10.1
P 2005 22.7 255.9 278.6 53.3 44.2 3.9
A 2015 4.1 256 101.5 26.7
Combined 31.8 255 278.6 75.2 52.1 3.7
IRAS 04516−6902 10.0 P 2003 8.5 287.3 16.0 7.0
A 2015 12.6 287.3 30.6 3.8
Combined 21.1 267.1 287.1 13.3 30.4 3.4
IRAS 04537−6922 ? A 2016 10.8 3.7
IRAS 04545−7000 7.7 P 1992 1 258.7 274 6.1
P 2005 4.5 258.7 274 191.5 37.6 6.1
Combined 4.5 258.7 274 191.5 37.6 6.1
IRAS 04553−6825 23.8 P 2003 0.8 253.4, 263 281, 300.9 1709, 414 11.7, 8.2 12.7
P 2005 0.6 253.4, 263 281, 300.9 1346, 289 74.1, 52.6 14.0
Combined 1.4 253.4, 263 281, 300.9 1417, 272.6 32.3, 21.9 9.8
IRAS 04553−6933 ? A 2016 10.8 3.6
IRAS 05003−6712 ? P 2003 7.2 287? 269.5 87.1 6.7
P 2005 3.4 269.5 40.5 5.8
Combined 10.6 243 269.5 65.8 4.2
IRAS 05280−6910 20.6 P 1992 1 255 289 419 398 17
A 2016 5.7 258.1 292.6 131.1 147.3 11.5
IRAS 05294−7104 10.3 A 2016 9.8 269.7 290.3 9.6 34.2 5.5
IRAS 05298−6957 10.5 P 1992 1 271 292 519 448 17
IRAS 05402−6956 10.5 P 1992 1 263 284 334 181 17
IRAS 05558−7000 8 P 2003 7.7 265 281.5 18.5 11.7 5.7
P 2005 3.4 265 281.5 68.7 52.5 5.9
Combined 11.2 265 281.5 70.1 51.0 4.1
MSX LMC 807 8.15 A 2015 9.3 306.4 322.7 19.8 12.1 4.6
MSX LMC 811 8.25 A 2015 9.5 302.4 318.9 151 188 4.3
MSX LMC 815 ? A 2015 14.1 4.5
MSX LMC 1207 ? A 2016 10.8 3.8
these samples in detail in Section 4.2.2, but suffice to high-
light here some of their relevant similarities and differences.
Like the LMC sample, both the Galactic Centre and Galac-
tic Bulge samples have relatively uniform and well-known
distances, OH maser detections, and IR photometry. The
Galactic Centre sources have reliable pulsation periods; for
the Galactic Bulge sources we determine them for the first
time here. By virtue of their OH detection these represent
the most extreme OH/IR populations in those stellar sys-
tems. However, because they are dominated by relatively
old, low-mass stars – and more massive stars are just too
rare to yield examples of the briefest, most extreme phases of
evolution – their luminosities are typically lower than those
of the LMC sample, L ∼ 10, 000 L. The same selection
bias will also have predominantly selected metal-rich stars,
which are not present in the LMC.
We have detected four new 1612 MHz circumstellar OH
masers in the LMC (IRAS 04509−6922, IRAS 04516−6902,
IRAS 05294−7104 and MSX LMC 807) and obtained wind
speeds for six others. We successfully observed thirteen tar-
gets with three discoveries, one serendipitous discovery, and
two non-detections; Galactic maser sources (shown in Ap-
pendix B) were used to check the pointing. We have used the
velocities at the peaks of the maser profile to measure the ex-
pansion velocity of our sources with an uncertainty of around
1 km s−1. We have also successfully observed one target in
the 1665 MHz maser transition, IRAS 05280−6910. Before
conducting this survey, only five of the known LMC maser
profiles were reliable. We now have thirteen reliable maser
profiles, doubling the previous LMC sample and bringing us
closer to testing stellar wind driving mechanisms. We will
describe each in turn in the following subsections. No emis-
sion was detected from any source at 1667 or 1720 MHz.
3 OBSERVATIONS
3.1 The Parkes Radio Telescope
Targeted observations were done with the 64-m Parkes radio
telescope in New South Wales, Australia. The observations
were done in 2003 from August 14 to 22 (Marshall et al.
2004), in 2005 (new) from July 8 to 9, and from August
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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13 to 22, observing the 1612 MHz OH satellite line. The
multibeam receiver used a dual polarisation setup with 8-
MHz bandwidth and 8192 channels yielding 0.18 km s−1
channel−1 velocity resolution. The observations used a 12′
beam and an 8 MHz bandwith. Most observations were done
in frequency switching mode except for the 2003 observa-
tions of IRAS 04498−6842, IRAS 04509−6922, and IRAS
04553−6922, which were done in position switching mode;
integration times for observations are listed in Table 3.
Data were reduced using the casa asap toolkit (Mc-
Mullin et al. 2007). The data were inspected manually for
quality and for radio frequency interference (RFI). Each scan
that was deemed reliable was averaged by polarisation and
then a line-free baseline was fit and subtracted with a low or-
der polynomial. The scans were then averaged and reduced
separately for each epoch. Additionally, the collective data
for each target were averaged and reduced. All scans were
aligned in velocity, weighted by the noise (T−2sys), and fit with
another low order polynomial, which was then subtracted.
Any bad data spikes were determined visually and removed
from within the file. All spectra were hanning smoothed
to extenuate any potential maser peaks. This process has
yielded spectra for each target from the 2003 and 2005 ob-
serving sessions as well as spectra with the combined data.
As these sources are highly variable, multi-epoch observa-
tions have been critical for confirmation.
3.2 The Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA)
The data were taken between March 6 and March 8, 2015,
on June 11, 2015, and between February 21 and February 26
2016, using the 6C, 6A, and 6B array configurations of the
ATCA, respectively. We did targeted integrations observ-
ing all four OH transitions (1612, 1665, 1667, 1720 MHz)
using the CFB 1M-0.5k correlator configuration with zoom
bands. The observations used a synthesized beam of around
7′′ and a velocity range of 465 km s−1. During the first two
observations we aimed the telescope directly at our primary
targets (MSX LMC 807 and MSX LMC 815). The third
observation used a position switching technique to get full
uv coverage of our third primary target, IRAS 04516−6902,
while getting partial coverage on two secondary targets,
IRAS 04509−6922 and IRAS 04498−6842. Our two sec-
ondary sources could not fit within the primary beam of a
single pointing, thus the need to alternate fields to observe
with coverage similar to that of the shape of a Venn diagram
with pointings separated by ∼ 13′. The fourth observation
was split, observing the faint detection of IRAS 04516−6902,
and the nondetection MSX LMC 815. The fifth, sixth, and
seventh observations were aimed directly at our primary tar-
gets (IRAS 04553-6933, IRAS 05294-7104 and IRAS 05280-
6910).
The ATCA data were inspected, flagged, and calibrated,
using the Miriad package (Sault et al. 1995). The visi-
bility data were then transformed into three-dimensional
data cubes. The source-finding package Duchamp (Whit-
ing 2012) was used to search for maser sources within the
28′ full width half maximum of each of the fields. For the
resulting peaks, our intended targets, and any other poten-
tial targets from Riebel et al. (2012, 2015) or SIMBAD, a
spectrum was extracted for a region covering the size of the
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Figure 1. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04407−7000
with the velocity derived from cross-spectrum fitting of UVES
spectra denoted by VUV ES .
synthesized beam (∼ 7′′). All spectra for each epoch were
combined and weighted by 1/σ2, where σ is the standard
deviation determined from the line-free channels of the dis-
played spectrum.
3.3 Parkes and ATCA combined H i Maps
In addition to the Parkes and ATCA observations, we have
also included 1420 MHz H i data from the Staveley-Smith
et al. (2003) combined ATCA and Parkes multibeam H i
maps. Peaks in the H i spectra indicate the likely systemic
velocities of our sources. While some of our sources lie out-
side these H i regions, they provide supporting evidence for
sources that lie in higher density regions of the LMC. For
each source in our LMC sample, a spectrum was extracted
using a one arcminute region centred on the sources. The
resulting spectra have been plotted below the maser spectra
in Section 4 to indicate the likely systemic velocity.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–27
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Figure 2. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04498−6842
with the velocity used as a model for the cross-spectrum fitting
of UVES spectra denoted by VUV ES .
4 RESULTS
4.1 Individual maser sources
4.1.1 IRAS 04407−7000
The OH maser emission from the dusty AGB star IRAS
04407−7000 was initially detected with the ATCA (van
Loon et al. 1998a). The initial detection showed a single
peak at 240 km s−1; we now present subsequent observa-
tions with Parkes (Fig. 1). We see a degree of variability
between the 2003 and 2005 observations. With the first ob-
servation we see two peaks at around 237 and 240 km s−1.
With a peak separation of 3 km s−1, it is unlikely a measure
of the full expansion velocity, rather substructure within the
circumstellar envelope. We also see a much smaller peak at
223 km s−1 in the 2003 observation. For the much shorter
2005 observation, we see the peaks at 237 and 240 km s−1,
flanked by two smaller tentative peaks at 214 and 261 km
s−1 but an overall increase in noise. When the spectra are
combined and weighted by the noise, the dominant profile is
that of the 2003 observation. Using a cross-spectrum fitting
technique (see Appendix C) we have fit a UVES spectrum
of IRAS 04407−7000 from the ESO reduced spectra data
archive, to that of IRAS 04498−6842 using molecular band-
heads around 8440 Å. We have used a systemic velocity of
260 km s−1 for IRAS 04498-6842, assumed from its maser
profile. From the phase shift we calculate a systemic velocity
for IRAS 04407−7000 of 231.6 km s−1 (denoted by VUV ES)
confirming the smaller blue maser peak at 223 km s−1 and
the maser profiles of both sources.
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Figure 3.OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04509−6922.
4.1.2 IRAS 04498−6842
IRAS 04498−6842 was observed in 2003 with a clear peak at
246 km s−1 (Fig. 2). The new observation with the ATCA
has confirmed the peak at 246 km s−1 and revealed a red
counterpart at 272 km s−1. The Parkes multibeam H i data
of our target peaks around 260 km s−1. As we expect the
H i to come from the LMC disk, and our source is likely to
have a similar stellar velocity, this provides evidence for our
detection. Additionally, we have used the systemic velocity
derived from this source’s maser profile as a reference to
fit both IRAS 04407−7000 and IRAS 04516−6902, and the
velocities of all three maser profiles are consistent with our
results. IRAS 04498−6842 is one of the more extreme stars
within our sample (possibly a RSG, or super-AGB star),
with an M10 spectral type (van Loon et al. 2005) and high
luminosity. Thus it is not surprising that our maser profile
yields a high expansion velocity of 13 km s−1.
4.1.3 IRAS 04509−6922
IRAS 04509−6922 is a new detection, with a clear double-
peaked profile centred around 268 km s−1 (Fig. 3). The pro-
file expansion velocity of 11.5 km s−1 is also high within our
sample, but expected given its low temperature and high
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Figure 4. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04516−6902
with the velocity derived from cross-spectrum fitting of UVES
spectra denoted by VUV ES .
luminosity. We see a peak around 255 km s−1 over all three
observations, but the red component is only clear in the
much longer integration in the 2005 observation. The peak
in H i at around 260 km s−1 supports our detection.
4.1.4 IRAS 04516−6902
IRAS 04516−6902 was observed in 2003, with no clear maser
emission. Given our new ATCA data (Fig. 4), it seems that
the small peak at around 285 km s−1 in our Parkes obser-
vation is in fact a maser component. We also see a much
fainter peak in the combined data around 267 km s−1 yield-
ing an expansion velocity of 10 km s−1. Using the same
cross-spectrum fitting technique as was done with IRAS
04407−7000, we calculate a systemic velocity of 278.8 km
s−1. This velocity lies directly between our two maser peaks,
confirming our maser profile.
4.1.5 IRAS 04545−7000
The maser profile of IRAS 04545−7000 does not seem to
vary drastically over our two epochs (Fig. 5). The detec-
tion has a clear blue-asymmetry, a phenomenon described
in Marshall et al. (2004), which has been suggested as a
consequence of the contribution of amplified stellar light.
While IRAS 04545−7000 is not a very luminous source, it is
one of the most highly reddened sources in our sample with
a (J−K) colour of 5.7 mag.
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Figure 5.OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04545−7000.
4.1.6 Red supergiant IRAS 04553−6825
IRAS 04553−6825 has shown the most prominent OH maser
emission in the LMC with a peak over 600 mJy around 253
km s−1 (Fig. 6). This RSG is one of the largest known stars,
with an estimated radius of 1540 R (Levesque et al. 2009).
This object has been studied in depth, and has been ob-
served in OH (Wood, Bessel & Whiteoak 1986; Marshall et
al. 2004), H2O (van Loon et al. 1998b) and SiO (van Loon
et al. 1996). In addition to its peak at 253 km s−1 are three
additional peaks at 262, 281 and 300 km s−1. Given the sys-
tematic velocity of 278 km s−1 taken from the SiO maser
detection, we can say with some certainty that the maser
profile extends from its prominent blue peak at 253 km s−1
to its smallest peak at 300 km s−1. The existence of the inte-
rior two peaks has been suggested by Marshall et al. (2004)
to be indicative of a second expanding dust shell, flowing
primarily in a direction across the sky.
4.1.7 IRAS 05003−6712
IRAS 05003−6712 is the least luminous source of our sam-
ple (Fig. 7). We see a clear peak at 269 km s−1 in both
epochs, but the second peak is unclear. The source fits all
other criteria expected of an OH/IR star but the secondary
peak may be below the detection limit of past observations.
From our SED modeling (explained in Section 4.2), we ex-
pect an expansion velocity around 10 km s−1 (assuming a
metallicity of half that of the Sun). The skewed shape of
the peak at 269 km s−1 suggests we need to be looking for
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Figure 6. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 04553−6825
with the H2Omaser velocity from van Loon et al. (2001b) denoted
by VH2O.
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Figure 7.OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 05003−6712.
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Figure 9.OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS 05294−7104.
the missing redshifted peak. Nevertheless, the maser profile
remains unclear.
4.1.8 Red supergiant IRAS 05280−6910
The maser emission of the RSG IRAS 05280−6910 was orig-
inally observed at 1612 and 1665 MHz with Parkes in 1992
(Wood et al. 1992). We have since observed the source us-
ing the ATCA and revealed five maser peaks at 1612 MHz
and some interesting structure at 1665 MHz (Fig. 8). The
IR source was originally misidentified as the cluster NGC
1984. High resolution near- and mid-IR imaging has success-
fully identified the stellar counterpart (van Loon, Marshall,
& Zijlstra 2005). IRAS 05280−6910 is highly obscured and
extremely bright in the mid-IR but shows little variability.
This source has also shown 22 GHz H2O maser emission
(van Loon et al. 2001b). The lack of symmetry within these
maser spectra as well as variability of not only the flux but
also of the location of maser components remains puzzling.
We would also expect the mainline 1665 MHz detection to
probe the inner shell of OH and thus lie within the 1612
MHz maser profile. We will discuss this source further in
Section 5.
4.1.9 IRAS 05294−7104
IRAS 05294−7104 was not initially detected during the 2003
observation but was detected with our more recent longer
ATCA observation (Fig. 9). It is highly reddened with a
(J−K) colour of 2.97 mag, with a long pulsation period last-
ing 1079 days and an expansion velocity of 10.3 km s−1. It
seems that the initial observation lacked the signal-to-noise
ratio required for detection.
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Figure 10. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from IRAS
05558−7000.
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Figure 11. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from MSX LMC 807.
4.1.10 IRAS 05298−6957
IRAS 05298−6957 resides in a cluster and thus has cluster
metallicity of 0.4 solar metallicity. This source pulsates with
a ∆K of 2 mag, and has an initial mass of 4 M yr−1 (van
Loon et al. 2001a). The source has a clear double-peaked
profile yielding an expansion velocity of 10.5 km s−1 (Wood
et al. 1992). IRAS 05298−6957 has shown silicate in absorp-
tion yet lies in a region of the LMC sample colour–magnitude
diagram that is dominated by carbon rich chemistry (Sar-
gent et al. 2011). This is a well known but often ignored
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Figure 13. OH 1612-MHz nondetection from MSX LMC 815,
with the velocity of the water maser detection made by Imai et
al. (2013) denoted by VH2O.
issue that is seen in a number of OH/IR sources (cf. Zijlstra
et al. 1996; van Loon et al 1997; Trams et al. 1999).
4.1.11 IRAS 05402−6956
OH maser emission from IRAS 05402−6956 was detected
with Parkes in 1992 (Wood et al. 1992) and is known to be
within 3′ of an H ii region. The expansion velocity from the
original observation was 10.5 km s−1, but, as the emission
was detected with a low signal-to-noise ratio, it is unclear if
the profile includes the outermost peaks.
4.1.12 IRAS 05558−7000
IRAS 05558−7000 lies at the edge of the LMC. The source
has two clear peaks at 265 and 281 km s−1, in both epochs
of observation, yielding an expansion velocity of 8 km s−1
(Fig. 10).
4.1.13 MSX LMC 807
MSX LMC 807 is a dusty O-AGB star with a (J−K) colour
of 3.7 mag and Mbol=−6.6 (Whitelock et al. 2003). This
star has shown 10 µm silicate emission (Buchanan et al.
2006) but a low IR luminosity comparable to many C-AGB
stars in the LMC (Buchanan et al. 2006). This is one of our
new OH maser detections from ATCA observations. We see
a clear double-peaked profile yielding an expansion velocity
of 8 km s−1 (Fig. 11).
4.1.14 MSX LMC 811 (IRAS 05329−6708)
MSX LMC 811 has been found to be the true counter-
part of the maser emission thought to originate from IRAS
05329−6708. While IRAS 05329-6708, MSX LMC 807, and
MSX LMC 811 were previously resolved in the IR, the orig-
inal Parkes observation of IRAS 05329−6708 did not have
the resolution to resolve IRAS 05329−6708 into MSX LMC
807 and MSX LMC 811. Thus the observation yielded par-
tial emission from both MSX LMC 807 and MSX LMC 811
(Fig. 12). This can be seen in the four peaks found in the
1992 observation, which show the two similar wind speeds
with different systemic velocities. As the MSX survey re-
solved our IR sources, we have now done the same with the
OH maser emission. The star is extremely red with a (J−K)
colour of 5.2 mag; the expansion velocity of 8.5 km s−1 is
also reasonable for the source.
4.1.15 MSX LMC 815
MSX LMC 815 is an M4 O-AGB star with a K-band mag-
nitude of 8.14 and has shown a number of spurious spikes at
1612 MHz, but no clear maser profile (Fig. 13). H2O maser
emission has been detected at 237 km s−1 by Imai et al.
(2013), yet the H2O maser detection was a very weak detec-
tion; weaker than many H2O maser detections of RSGs in
the Galaxy. This source has a short pulsation period of 590
days typical of our galactic sources. We expect the 1612 MHz
maser flux should peak at close to 25% of the 35 µm flux
due to the efficiency of the pumping mechanism (Elitzur,
Goldreich & Scoville, 1976; Marshall et al. 2004). As this
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source has a F24 = 0.22 Jy, the maser emission would likely
be below our detection limit.
4.2 Modeling the spectral energy distribution
4.2.1 LMC sources
We have modeled all our AGB and RSG sources in the
LMC with radiatively driven wind models produced with the
dusty code (Elitzur & Ivezić 2001). Two important outputs
from the dusty 1-D radiation transfer code are the SED of
the source modeled, and the expansion velocity of the dust-
driven wind. The SEDs for the LMC sources are shown in
Figure 14 and the results are listed in Table 5. The mod-
els use a blackbody for the central star and assume dusty
envelopes of warm silicates from Ossenkopf et al. (1992),
with varying effective temperatures and inner boundary dust
temperatures and the standard MRN (Mathis et al. 1977)
grain size distribution.
As these are variable sources, to accurately reproduce
the true SED with our models we can only fit one epoch of
photometry. We have thus used the Spitzer IRAC and MIPS
photometry (Fazio et al. 2004; Rieke et al. 2004), plotted in
red, and fit them with dusty models using a χ2 fitting tech-
nique. The available 2MASS JHK photometry are not of the
same epoch and are more sensitive to the effects of geom-
etry. We have thus ignored them in our source fitting. The
fitting technique calculates the best fit of the photometry
to 5900 models of varying optical depth, central blackbody
temperature, inner dust temperature and normalisation fac-
tor. We obtain luminosities for the best fit models (plot-
ted with dashed lines) assuming a distance of 50 kpc to the
LMC.We expect these luminosities to be more accurate than
for Galactic sources because of the well-determined distance
to the LMC. These results constrain the derived parameters
of the source at the time that the Spitzer photometry data
were taken (July−November, 2005). The current stellar pa-
rameters will have fluctuated since as a result of the sources’
variability.
For each of our sources we have compiled all available
photometry from 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003), DENIS (Cioni
et al. 2000), AKARI (Yamamura et al. 2010), MSX (Egan
et al. 2003), and IRAS (Beichman et al. 1988), and overplot-
ted them in the SED fit with small open circles; we expect
our SED to lie between the stellar variations. We have ad-
ditionally overplotted Spitzer IRS spectra (Lebouteiller et
al. 2011), shown in solid black. It should be noted that the
best dusty model was fit to photometry, independently of
the IRS spectra. In most cases the model successfully repro-
duces the shape of the photometry and spectra well, which
lends credence to the fit solution. Our choice of dust optical
constants will affect the final result. The dust mineralogy
will change as the central star evolves (Verhoelst et al. 2009;
Dijkstra et al. 2005) and our inability to compensate for this
effect will introduce a degree of uncertainty.
We ran the dusty code in its radiatively driven wind
mode, whereby it solves the hydrodynamical equations for
the radial dependence of the density and for the velocities
of the gas and dust separately (their difference is the ‘drift’
speed). It is the velocity of the gas – which dominates the
mass by far – which we can measure from the OH maser pro-
files, but the velocity of the dust can be greater by a factor
of a few if the wind density is relatively low. If, however, the
drift speed is under-estimated then the SED fitting would
yield a dust mass loss rate that is too low and (assuming
the gas-to-dust ratio is correct) also a total mass loss rate
that is too low. Ramstedt et al. (2008) found a discrepancy
between the mass loss rates derived using dusty and those
derived from modeling the CO line emission, with the for-
mer always yielding lower values. However, if the drift speed
was under-estimated then the heating of the CO molecules
would also have been under-estimated and thus CO mass
loss rates would be derived that are too high.
The power of the description of the wind incorporated
in dusty lies in the fact that the results can be scaled for
different dust content and luminosity according to Eq. (1)
and M˙ ∝ r1/2gd L3/4 (Elitzur & Ivezić 2001) without chang-
ing the optical depth – it is the latter which determines the
shape of the SED. This is, however, a simplification as the
shape of the SED (and acceleration of the wind) depends on
the distance from the star where the dust forms. This inner
radius is set by imposing a fixed dust formation tempera-
ture. While it scales with luminosity as L1/2 it has a subtle
dependency on the temperature of the star as the grain opac-
ity is wavelength dependent (it therefore also depends on the
grains’ optical properties). Also, the acceleration of the wind
will be somewhat different depending on the apparent size
of the star whereas it is assumed that all stellar flux arises
from one point. These effects mostly affect the emission from
the warmest dust at near- to mid-IR wavelengths. An outer
limit to the size of the envelope is assumed to be 104 times
the inner radius, which is typical given the stars we study
are near the end of an extended period of heavy mass loss.
The emission from the coldest dust at far-IR wavelengths
depends on this choice, but not in a sensitive way.
We have fit the photometry with models of effective
temperatures ranging from 2700–3700 K in steps of 100 K,
inner dust temperatures ranging from 600–1400 K in steps
of 200 K, each with 100 models spanning a logarithmic range
of optical depths from 0.1–50. A comprehensive analysis of
the inter-dependency of these inputs has been presented
by Ramstedt et al. (2008). Given all the above caveats
and assumptions (and departures from spherical symmetry,
see below) it becomes clear that a precise error analysis
is impractical. The formal errors on the fitting of trends
we observe between different parameters therefore include
both measurement uncertainties and fitting inaccuracies as
well as variations in the parameters that we assumed to be
fixed.
Within our sample we see varying degrees of silicate in
absorption and emission and strong attenuation from dust at
shorter wavelengths. We see two sources (IRAS 04553−6825
and IRAS 05280−6910) where the models struggle to fit the
general SED. This is likely due to a non-spherical symmetry
of the dust envelope in these sources. These unique sources
will be further discussed in Section 5. There are two fur-
ther sources (IRAS 04553−6933 and MSX LMC 815) where
the model struggles to fit both the optical and mid-IR data.
Both of these sources show no OH maser emission, and ex-
tremely high modeled expansion velocities. These sources
may not be optically thick enough for the IR radiation to
pump the maser or these may be binary systems.
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Figure 14. The SED fitting of dusty models to our LMC sources, with our best fit model (dashed line), Spitzer IRS spectra (in solid
black), Spitzer IRAC and MIPS photometry (in red), and remaining available photometry (small open circles).
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Figure 14. continued
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4.2.2 Galactic Centre and Galactic Bulge samples
In addition to our LMC sample, we have also modeled
sources from the Lindqvist et al. (1992) Galactic Centre
sample of OH/IR stars, and the Jiménez-Esteban & En-
gels (2015) Galactic Bulge sample of more extreme highly
reddened OH/IR stars, to serve as comparison samples at
higher metallicity; we have used pulsation periods from
Wood et al. (1998) and those we derive (Appendix D) for
the Galactic Centre and Bulge respectively. Assuming a dis-
tance of 8 kpc to these regions, and using a similar model-
ing method, dusty models, and sources of photometry, we
have successfully modeled 70 Galactic Centre and 21 Galac-
tic Bulge OH/IR stars. The distribution of the resulting lu-
minosities is shown along with the values from the LMC in
Figure 21. We can see the void in our histogram where at
luminosities between those of our lower luminosity Galac-
tic sources and higher luminosity LMC sources, sources are
dominated by carbon-rich chemistry (C stars).
As the photometry are more sensitive to extinction, we
have fit the SED using all available photometry, expecting
the best fit model to fit the median SED. Distances are also
less certain for our Galactic sources and we expect this to
contribute to the uncertainty in these luminosities. To cor-
rect for interstellar extinction, we have used the Schultheis
et al. (2014) extinction maps from 8 to 8.5 kpc and applied
an extinction curve. Using the closest value (typically within
several arc minutes) for the (H−K) colour excess we have ap-
plied the extinction law from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985), using
interpolated values to fit the wavelength bands associated
with our photometry. This was done for all Galactic Bulge
and Galactic Centre sources except for IRAS 17030−3053
which was not covered by the extinction maps. As a re-
sult, we assign it a value of AK = 0.15 mag, adopted from
Jiménez-Esteban & Engels (2015). There has been increas-
ing evidence that the reddening law varies within the Galac-
tic Centre (Nataf et al. 2016; Xue et al. 2016), yet our results
are not dramatically affected by this result. This reddening
variation is caused by populations of small dust grains and
mainly affects shorter wavelength photometry. The results
of the dusty modeling of the SEDs for the Galactic Centre
sources are shown in Appendix A1, while the modeling re-
sults for those in the Galactic Bulge are shown in Appendix
A2.
As the Galactic Centre and some of the Galactic Bulge
sources lie in crowded fields, we expect a small percentage
of photometry points towards shorter wavelengths to come
from other sources. We see that our Galactic Centre sources
show a variety of silicate in both emission and absorption.
This is a stark contrast to the Galactic Bulge sources which
all show silicate strongly in absorption, an expectation of
this more extreme sample by design. These Bulge sources
may also be members of the Galactic Disk, in the foreground
of the bulge. Catchpole et al. (2016) have shown that a num-
ber of sources assumed to be members of the bulge have had
a wide range of distances. This may introduce a large source
of uncertainty in our derived luminosities.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 LMC target population
Our observing programme targets sources with known but
unclear OHmaser profiles, as well as sources that are deemed
good candidates. In general we target highly luminous and
reddened AGB and RSG sources with long pulsation periods
and large pulsation amplitude. Within our current sample,
IRAS 04407−7000 and IRAS 05003−6712 only exhibit one
maser peak. As these sources and their maser emission are
highly variable (Harvey et al. 1974), subsequent observations
are much more likely to give us a double-horned maser profile
and expansion velocity.
We expect the LMC to harbour several thousand OH
masing sources (Dickey et al. 2013). Our much smaller
observed sample likely indicates a sensitivity limit. OH
masers are predicted to be excited by line overlapping of
far-infrared OH lines (e.g. Elitzur, Goldreich & Scoville
1976; Bujarrabal et al. 1980). To excite OH masers, these
far-infrared OH lines are required to be optically thick.
Therefore, only the most luminous, high mass-loss rate
AGB stars and RSGs can produce OH masers detectable
with our current instruments; the ability to sustain these
masers will also depend on metallicity (OH abundance and
dust emission). The LMC AGB stars are also dominated
by carbon-rich chemistry, decreasing the population of
OH masing sources. OH/IR stars of low enough mass not
to become carbon stars will also be less luminous, thus
restricting the expected detectable sample to the much
rarer massive AGB stars (& 4 M). In order to further
understand the mass loss mechanism and the effects of
varying metallicity and luminosity, we will need to continue
to discover more sources in the LMC, and extract what we
can from our current sample. The fact that we detected
additional sources serendipitously means more OH masers
must be awaiting detection at the current sensitivity limits.
5.1.1 IRAS 04553−6825 (WOH G64)
IRAS 04553−6825 is known to be highly non-spherical
(Roche, Aitken, & Smith, 1993; Ohnaka et al. 2008) origi-
nally suggested on the basis of optical brightness and strong
silicate feature. This was later suggested by van Loon et al.
(1999) on the basis of its maser characteristics. The maser
source has been observed in OH showing four OH maser
peaks. The non-spherical nature of this source makes it quite
hard to model. While we were able to successfully model
and fit the 10 µm silicate feature in absorption, something
we see in the Spitzer and ISO spectra (cf. Trams et al. 1999;
van Loon et al. 1999), we are not able to simultaneously
fit the general SED. We have therefore overploted a sec-
ondary model (plotted with a dotted line) where we do fit
the general SED (Fig. 14). The two models differ slightly
in both luminosity and mass loss, with a luminosity be-
tween 340,000−454,000 L and a mass loss rate between
3.1−5.8 x 10−4 M yr−1. We expect that our models repre-
sent the range of possible luminosities and mass loss rates of
this unique source. Ohnaka et al. (2008) suggested that the
source is likely to a have a dusty torus that we are observing
pole-on. This explanation is consistent with our results.
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Figure 15. The left and right hand circular polarisation of the 1665 MHz (Top) and 1612 MHz (Bottom) maser detections of IRAS
05280−6910; the systemic velocity from the water maser emission from van Loon (2001) is indicated with VH2O.
5.1.2 Mass loss of IRAS 05280−6910
The maser emission from IRAS 05280−6910 is unique. First,
the source shows maser emission at 1612 and 1665 MHz but
not at 1667 MHz. Second, the maser profiles are very irregu-
lar with a number of peaks that have changed in amplitude
and velocity since 1992. And third, the 1665 MHz maser pro-
files, which should probe a region closer to the star (Richards
et al. 1998), extend (at the blue end) to velocities outside
of the 1612 MHz profiles. All of these peculiarities come to
heel as we look more closely at the polarisation data (Figures
15). We see that this source is strongly circularly polarised
at 1665 MHz and at 1612 MHz, alluding to magnetic ac-
tivity close to the star. We suspect Zeeman splitting at two
locations in the 1665 MHz spectrum centred at 248.9 and
285.8 km s−1. The separation of these bright maser peaks
suggests an upper limit of the magnetic fields of around 1.2
mG and 2.2 mG respectively. The peaks at 257 and 262.7
km s−1 are unlikely to be a Zeeman pair as the resulting
magnetic field would be around 10 mG and would result in
a ∼1 km s−1 split in the 1612 MHz spectra at this velocity,
which we do not see. We have used Stokes I + V/2 for RHCP
and I − V/2 for LHCP (IAU convention), where RHCP is
the rotation of the electric field vector in a counter-clockwise
direction as the wave travels from the source to the observer
along the line of sight.
The magnetic activity coupled with the large velocity
range of the maser profile may be suggestive of bipolar out-
flows, collimated by the magnetic fields. The bluest 1665
MHz maser peaks may either be more highly accelerated,
localised “bullets” as opposed to the more uniform wind fur-
ther out that is probed by the 1612 MHz masers, or they
may be associated with interstellar masers as they peak at
the H i velocity. The complete absence of 1667 MHz emis-
sion must be due to quenching as a result of the strong 1665
MHz masers. Sources like VY CMa and IRAS 04553−6825
have shown similar complex profiles with many maser peaks
and asymmetric envelopes (Cohen et al. 1987), yet IRAS
05280−6910 also has a distinctly unique SED. Studies of
VY CMa have shown a number of arcs and knots that may
also be present in our source (Humphreys et al. 2005, 2007).
The dusty modeling of IRAS 05280−6910 yields an
expected expansion velocity of 13.6 km s−1. This is con-
siderably lower than the observed value of 20.6 km s−1. We
expect this disparity to come from something more than un-
certainty or unrealistic modeling. What we may be observing
is a near edge-on dusty torus, similar to IRAS 04553−6825,
that is highly obscured along our line of sight. This result
would also support the idea that the source has bipolar out-
flows. These outflows could explain the models’ slow cal-
culated expansion velocity (which could be expected along
our line of sight), while not necessarily leading to such a low
gas-to-dust ratio or high mass loss rate.
We see an obvious difference between our dusty mod-
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Figure 16. Left : The observed wind speed as a function of luminosity for our sample of OH/IR stars in the LMC and Galactic samples.
The LMC sample is fit with a power law (vexp = 0.118 · L0.4). The power law (solid black) is then scaled to a metallicity characteristic
of the Galactic sample (a factor of 2). We have derived a new relation: vexp ∝ ZL0.4; that fits well with our samples. We compare our
relation to that of dust-driven wind theory vexp ∝ r−1/2gd L0.25 (dotted line) Right : The observed wind speed as a function of luminosity
with the gas-to-dust ratio represented in colour, as derived from the scaling of SED models.
els and the IRS spectrum of IRAS 05280−6910. The Spitzer
IRS spectrum of this source shows silicate in absorption,
but not to the same degree as our modeled SED. The ob-
served absorption feature may be partially masked by the
nearby RSG WOH G347 (van Loon, Marshall & Zijlstra,
2005), a source that shows silicate in emission. A further in-
vestigation of this object in the optical and at high angular
resolution in the mid-IR would certainly be worthwhile.
5.2 Stellar winds at different metallicities
We now examine the stellar wind expansion velocities of the
sources in our LMC, Galactic Centre and Galactic Bulge
samples. In OH/IR stars, the mass-loss process and the out-
flow acceleration are driven by radiation pressure on dust
grains. In these dense environments, the gas is dynamically
coupled with dust through friction and the outflow behaves
like one single fluid. As these stars produce mainly silicate
dust, and the production of silicates is limited by initial
metallicity2, lower metallicity yields a slower wind. We ex-
pect that at lower luminosity there is less radiation pressure
to force the dust grains outward and drive the wind, and
therefore a slower expansion velocity; in general this is ob-
served in both the LMC and Galactic samples as it was
shown by Marshall et al. (2004), as well as the following
work (Fig. 16).
The LMC and Galactic samples have several differ-
ences including very different luminosities and pulsation pe-
riods. The LMC sample is biased toward the most luminous
2 contrary to C-stars in which the dredge-up events can enhance
the amount of carbon initially available in the atmosphere.
sources as they are distant and obscured, and only the most
massive and luminous AGB stars remain oxygen-rich in the
heavy mass loss phase. The lower luminosity sources are
thus dominated by carbon-rich stars. As a result, we ex-
pect a selection bias within the LMC. The LMC sample is
also biased toward longer pulsation periods as the OH maser
emission is brightest in the most evolved and highest mass
loss sources. The Galactic Bulge sample is a collection of the
most extreme OH/IR sources in the Galactic Bulge and gen-
erally lack pulsation periods. We have used data from the
Vista Variables in the Via Lactea (VVV) survey (Minniti et
al. 2010) to derive periods for seven of our Galactic Bulge
sources (Appendix D). The Galactic Centre sources tend to
be lower mass and less extreme but still within the super-
wind phase of mass loss. The fact that this is a older popula-
tion may be contributing to the sample’s lack of higher mass
sources, similar to those within our LMC sample. In addition
to differences within the sample, we have differences in the
quality of our radio observations (Table 4). While we have
significantly less angular resolution for our Galactic Bulge
sample, we only use resolved and reliable maser profiles; all
observations have spectral resolutions around 1 km s−1.
The majority of stars in the Galactic Centre have metal-
licities at or above solar, with a small population of low
metallicity sources (Do et al. 2015; Wood, Habing, & Mc-
Gregor 1998). The Galactic Bulge has a metallicity typically
peaking at a near solar value, with a sharp cutoff just above
solar, and a tail towards lower metallicity (Zoccali et al.
2003). We expect that our extreme sources likely lie towards
the higher end of this metallicity range.
We see that at similar luminosity, the Galactic Bulge
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Figure 18. The observed wind speed as a function of mass loss rate (Left) and pulsation period (Right), with the gas-to-dust ratio
represented in colour. Mass loss rates and gas-to-dust ratios are derived from the scaling of SED models (discussed further in section
5.3). The dotted lines indicates the change from the higher to lower metallicity sample, which we have shown will affect the expansion
velocities. Looking at the Galactic samples, there does not seem to be any clear correlation between expansion velocity and either mass
loss rate or pulsation period.
Table 4. The resolution of the radio observations of our LMC
and Galactic samples.
Sample Telescope Spectral Angular
resolution resolution
(km s−1)
Galactic Centre VLA 11.36 6− 8′′
Galactic Bulge Parkes 20.9 12′
Effelsberg 21.1 8′
LMC Parkes 0.18 12′
ATCA 0.4 7− 8′′
References: 1 Lindqvist et al. (1992) 2te Lintel Hekkert et al.
(1991)
sources have lower expansion velocities than those of the
Galactic Centre sources (Fig. 16). We see this same effect
even more so in the LMC sample with a metallicity (Z)
even lower, at half solar. This is consistent with what we
expect from simple dust-driven wind theory (e.g. van Loon
2000). We have fit the expansion velocities from our LMC
sample with respect to their luminosities. Our fit (vexp =
0.118 · L0.4) is then scaled to a solar metallicity (a factor
of 2) typical of the Galactic samples, which fits well within
these samples. We have used these results to derive a new
relation for expansion velocity:
vexp ∝ ZL0.4 (2)
We have dramatically increased the number of measured
wind speeds from previous studies that relied on five ac-
curate wind speeds. Using our larger sample, we find that
our updated relation: vexp = 0.118 · L0.4, more accurately
fits the data (Figure 16). Nevertheless, these results make
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Figure 17. The observed wind speed as a function of gas-to-dust
ratios that we have derived from SED fitting. The samples has
been fit with a power law that is expected to fit: vexp ∝ r−0.5gd
(Eq. 1). The actual fit: vexp ∝ r−0.15gd is much shallower due to the
effects of luminosity on the wind speeds. The higher luminosities
of the LMC result in higher LMC wind speeds and a shallower
fit.
several assumptions. We assume spherical symmetry within
our sources, scattering of photons to affect the sources’ col-
lective radiation pressure, and uniformity of dust properties
throughout our samples. We also assume a homogeneous
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metallicity within each of our samples which we know not
to be the case.
We can see the individual effects of different parameters
on the expansion velocity more clearly in Figures 17 and 18.
In Figure 17 we compare the expansion velocity against the
gas-to-dust ratios we derive through SED fitting (described
further in the following section). We see that the expansion
velocity is dependent on the gas-to-dust ratio. These samples
have been fit with a power law that is expected to follow:
vexp ∝ r−0.5gd . The actual fit: vexp ∝ r−0.15gd is much shallower
due to the effects of luminosity on the wind speeds. The
higher luminosities of the LMC result in higher LMC wind
speeds and a shallower fit. When we compare the expansion
velocities to mass loss rate and pulsation period (Fig. 18) we
see no clear correlation. The scatter is mostly due to differ-
ences in luminosity and metallicity between and within the
samples. This is contrary to the expectations of the DAR-
WIN models (Höfner et al. 2016), which do predict a corre-
lation of expansion velocity and mass loss rate. Likely, the
correlation reflects the evolution along the AGB, whereas
our samples are naturally biased towards the endpoints of
evolution.
5.3 Gas-to-dust ratios in the LMC
Using our SED modeling we are able to estimate the ex-
pected expansion velocity of our sources. These estimates,
calculated using the dusty code, rely on the assumption
that the winds are dust driven and spherically symmetric.
We also have measured expansion velocities from OH maser
emission, and can scale our gas-to-dust ratio, assumed to be
200, by the square of the ratio in the expected and measured
expansion velocity (Eq. 1). Using this method we have de-
rived gas-to-dust ratios for all of our LMC sources shown in
Table 5.
Adding up all of the refractory elements within oxygen-
rich dust and scaling to the metallicity of the LMC, we ex-
pect a gas-to-dust ratio ∼500. The interstellar gas-to-dust
ratio (rgd) of the LMC has also been shown by Roman-Duval
et al. (2014) to be between 380 and 540. Our median rgd of
422 agrees well with previous estimates, but lies toward the
lower end of these estimates. This may be due to our bias
towards the most metal rich sources. Our higher rgd (low-
est metallicity) objects, IRAS 04407−7000 and 04509−6922,
have far lower inferred metallicities than the rest of the sam-
ple. All of these sources have quite reliable OH maser de-
tections, with well fit SEDs. These stars are within close
proximity to each other, lying within the same south east
region of the LMC, towards the Magellanic Bridge. We can
speculate that it may be due to either a lower efficiency of
dust formation in these stars, or they may have formed from
lower metallicity gas, possibly originating from the SMC (see
Olsen et al. 2011). These are not likely to be members of the
small subset of counter-rotating sources found by Olsen et al.
(2011) as extreme oxygen-rich sources are rare in the SMC,
the counter-rotating subset is a small fraction of the whole
LMC population and the kinematics of the three sources are
consistent with the rest of our LMC sample.
We derive median gas-to-dust ratios of 45 and 28 for
the Galactic Centre and Galactic Bulge respectively. We see
little difference between the results of our Galactic Bulge fit-
ting technique and the fitting by Jiménez-Esteban & Engels
(2015). We derive similar luminosities and mass loss rates,
yet find few cases where our best fit models have similar
optical depths. It was suggested by Jiménez-Esteban & En-
gels (2015) that the existence of these oxygen-rich Galactic
Bulge sources can be explained if they have metallicities at
or above solar metallicity, which is consistent with our de-
rived gas-to-dust ratios. Our Galactic sources may be alpha-
enhanced which would increase the abundance of elements
like Si, Ti and Mg, and thus increase dust production. Our
bias towards the highest metallicity sources may be magni-
fied by this additional alpha-enhancement.
There is quite a large range of gas-to-dust ratios in our
three samples. When we compare them with respect to lu-
minosity and expansion velocity (Fig. 16) we see a clear
difference between our Galactic and LMC samples. When
we compare our luminosities and mass loss rates (Fig. 19)
we see a clear trend irrespective of gas-to-dust ratio. We
also see that the Galactic Bulge sources tend to have higher
mass loss rates than the other two samples, expected from
this more extreme sample.
The idea that there may be two different OH/IR popu-
lations within our Galaxy was originally suggested by Wood
et al. (1998), where sources with expansion velocities lower
than 18 km s−1 were expected to have a metal content 2.1
times lower than sources with higher expansion velocities;
our results suggest that this is not the case. We find a slightly
higher median gas-to-dust ratio for our sources with veloci-
ties less than 18 km s−1.
5.4 Mass loss as a function of gas-to-dust ratio,
luminosity and pulsation period
By employing our new gas-to-dust ratios and using Eq. 1
we have derived an empirical mass loss prescription that in-
cludes the luminosity (L), pulsation period (P ), and gas-to-
dust ratio (rgd): M˙ = 4.2 × 10−11 L0.9 P 0.75 r −0.03gd , (where
luminosity is in L, and the pulsation period is in days);
normalising this prescription to a typical source, we arrive
at the following:
M˙
M yr−1
= 1.06+3.5−0.8 · 10−5
(
L
104 L
)0.9±0.1
×(
P
500 d
)0.75±0.3(
rgd
200
)−0.03±0.07 (3)
The function for the mass loss has been fit using a non-
linear least squares fitting technique, to all sources within
the three samples and with complete data. The prescription
suggests mass loss rates of 1.18 · 10−5 M yr−1 for a typi-
cal source with a luminosity of 10,000 L, pulsation period
of 500 days, and gas-to-dust ratio of 200. This is typical
for Mira variables and Galactic sources, but not our LMC
sources with higher luminosities, longer pulsation periods,
and higher gas-to-dust ratios. Figure 19 shows a comparison
of the parameter dependence of the mass loss rates com-
puted with dusty with the parameter dependence of the
mass loss rates from our new formula. There is a general
correlation of mass loss with pulsation period, and a much
tighter correlation with luminosity. We do not see a strong
dependence of gas-to-dust ratio on the mass loss rate. This
suggests that the mass loss is insensitive to metallicity.
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Figure 19. Mass loss rate as a function of luminosity (top), pulsation period (middle), and gas-to-dust ratio (bottom). The left-hand
column shows the observed mass loss rates. The right-hand column shows the predicted mass loss rates from our new mass loss prescription
(Eq. 3) plotted in red, with mass loss rates derived by dusty for our sources with complete data (L, P , and rgd.) in blue. The missing
sources in the top right figure (as opposed to the left figure) stem from a lack of pulsation period measurements in the Galactic Bulge
sample, which also correspond to the missing sources in the bottom right figure.
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Figure 20. A comparison of mass loss prescriptions. The y-axis in each figure is the log ratio of the prescription listed and the “observed”
mass loss rates derived from dusty. In the top two rows are prescriptions that were only fit with two parameters, in the bottom row is
our mass loss prescription that was fit with all three. The two-parameter prescriptions show a only a slightly larger deviation from the
dusty mass loss rates than our three-parameter prescription.
We have also computed mass loss prescriptions that in-
clude only two of the three mass loss parameters. These
prescriptions have been compared to our three-parameter
prescription on the basis of their ability to correctly predict
the mass loss rate given by dusty; the comparison of these
prescriptions is shown in Figure 20. There is little difference
between our three parameter prescription and our prescrip-
tion with only luminosity and pulsation period, reflecting
the insensitivity of mass loss to gas-to-dust ratio and pre-
sumably to metallicity.
It is possible that no single prescription can accommo-
date the diversity of all OH/IR stars. We have also fit our
individual samples with all three of our mass loss parame-
ters but would urge caution in using these fits. The limited
ranges of the parameters within each of the three samples
makes these fits much less reliable; the uncertainties on the
derived parameters reflect this to some extent, but the fits
are overall not nearly as convincing as for the combined
sample. The dependence on luminosity (the most reliably
fit parameter) is very similar between the three samples, al-
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Table 5. The LMC inferred gas-to-dust ratios (rgd) and mass loss rates (M˙) from scaling the resulting dusty expansion velocities
(vexp,DUSTY) to the expansion velocities obtained from circumstellar OH maser profiles (vexp,OH). Luminosities (L) and optical depths
specified at 10 µm (τ) are derived from the SED fitting of dusty models that assume the effective temperature (T eff,DUSTY) and inner
dust temperature (T inner). Mass loss rates scale in proportion to L3/4(rgdρs)1/2, where the dust grain bulk density (ρs) is 3 g cm−3;
measured effective temperatures (T eff) are from van Loon et al. (2005) unless stated otherwise.
Object L T eff vexp,OH vexp,DUSTY T eff,DUSTY T inner τ M˙ rgd
name (103 L) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (K) (M yr−1)
IRAS 04407−7000 104 3008 8.35 21.4 3400 800 0.4 1.4 ×10−4 1312
IRAS 04498−6842 97 2500 13.0 22.1 3400 1000 0.7 9.8 ×10−5 576
IRAS 04509−6922 178 2500 11.4 23.6 3700 600 0.1 9.9 ×10−5 859
IRAS 04516−6902 75 26672 10.0 16.1 2900 600 0.3 6.5 ×10−5 519
IRAS 04545−7000 19 7.7 11.2 3200 1200 4.9 7.0 ×10−5 422
IRAS 04553−6825 340−454 3008 23.8 24.9 3300 1400 8.62 5.8 ×10−4 218
IRAS 04553−6933 176 21.9 2900 600 0.1 a5.9 ×10−5
IRAS 05003−6712 23 2667 14.5 3700 1000 0.8 a3.3 ×10−5
IRAS 05280−6910 225 20.6 13.6 3400 350 13.4 5.4 ×10−4 84∗
IRAS 05294−7104 45 2890 10.3 17.5 3600 800 0.4 5.1 ×10−5 610
IRAS 05298−6957 50 40002 10.5 11.1 3000 800 2.0 8.6 ×10−5 224
IRAS 05402−6956 51 10.5 11.3 2700 800 2.2 8.4 ×10−5 231
IRAS 05558−7000 42 34002 8.0 11.0 2700 600 0.7 5.4 ×10−5 381
MSX LMC 807 24 8.2 10.6 2900 1000 3.2 6.2 ×10−5 336
MSX LMC 811 42 8.3 14.1 2700 1200 5.6 1.5 ×10−4 586
MSX LMC 815 97 31001 24.9 3000 800 0.1 a2.5 ×10−5
Sample median values:
Galactic Centre 5 18.5 8.5 3000 1200 2.8 6.0 ×10−6 45
Galactic Bulge 6 15.7 4.7 3200 800 19.5 2.2 ×10−5 28
LMC 63 10.3 15.3 3100 800 0.8 7.7 ×10−5 422
a Calculated using assumed gas-to-dust ratio of 400 References: 1Buchanan et al. (2006) 2García-Hernández et al. (2009)
∗ Unlikely true gas-to-dust ratio; further explained in section 5.2
though there is a hint of a trend for a weaker luminosity
dependence at higher metallicity. The fits are:
GC :
M˙
M yr−1
= 8.8+40−7.3 · 10−6
(
L
104 L
)0.6±0.1
×(
P
500 d
)0.5±0.3(
rgd
200
)0.05±0.07 (4)
GB :
M˙
M yr−1
= 1.1+8.8−1.0 · 10−4
(
L
104 L
)0.8±0.1
×(
P
500 d
)−0.3±0.4(
rgd
200
)0.5±0.1 (5)
LMC :
M˙
M yr−1
= 4.4+1226−4.3 · 10−5
(
L
104 L
)0.8±0.2
×(
P
500 d
)−0.4±1.1(
rgd
200
)−0.4±0.2 (6)
5.5 Interpretation of our prescription
Our mass loss prescription, based entirely on observational
data, matches known physical relationships. From the equa-
tion for optical depth (Eq. 1) from van Loon et al. (2000)
we know:
τ(λ) ∝ M˙
rgd vexp
√
L
(7)
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Figure 21. The Galactic Bulge, Galactic Centre and LMC lumi-
nosity distributions.
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Figure 22.We have compared the values of mass loss and gravity
(g) from the RSG sample from Schröder and Cuntz (2007). We
have divided their mass loss rates by their derived luminosities
which, as we have shown (Eq. 3), should be approximately pro-
portional to each other for a given value of gravity. This is done
to isolate the dependence of mass loss rate on gravity.
M / L ∝ P0.55 
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Figure 23. A comparison of mass loss rate against pulsation
period. We have again plotted the mass loss rates divided by
their derived luminosities to isolate the dependence of mass loss
rate on the pulsation period.
where τ is the optical depth. From our new relation for
the expansion velocity (Eq. 2) shown in Figure 16, we
find that: vexp ∝ ZL0.4. By combining these two we get:
M˙ ∝ L0.9 τ(λ) Z rgd. As metallicity has been shown to be
inversely proportional to the gas-to-dust ratio (van Loon
2000), and τ is a measure of the amount of photon scatter-
ing, all that remains is M˙ ∝ L0.9, which is exactly what we
derive with our mass loss prescription.
The second term in our prescription is pulsation pe-
riod. If we describe the pulsation as a harmonic oscillation
where gravity, g, is the driving force, then we expect that
2pi/P ∼ 1/tfreefall ∼
√
g(R)/R, where R is the stellar ra-
dius. Based on the results from Schröder & Cuntz (2007), we
find that M˙ ∝ 1/g (Fig. 22). This suggests that M˙ ∝ P 2/R.
Describing the star as a polytrope, with MR3 = constant,
we expect P ∝ √R/g ∝ M−1/2R3/2 = R3, and hence
M˙ ∝ P 5/3. This is a much stronger dependence on pul-
sation period than our prescription, M˙ ∝ P 0.75, however it
includes the way mass loss would increase as a result of the
star being more luminous, hence larger and thus pulsating
with a longer period. At a given stellar effective temperature,
L ∝ R2, which would suggest L ∝ P 2/3. In our prescription,
we find M˙ ∝ L0.9P 0.75. This would then suggest that our
prescription has a total dependence on pulsation period ac-
cording to M˙ ∝ P 1.35. This brings it in closer (albeit not
perfect) agreement with the above, simplistic expectation.
Fox & Wood (1982) and Wood (1990) calculated more
sophisticated models for pulsating red giants and found that
P ∝ R1.8 (with some dependence on mass). Replacing the
above polytrope by this relationship would yield M˙ ∝ P 1.44,
which is in remarkable agreement with our empirical rela-
tionship.
The last term in our prescription is gas-to-dust ratio.
The gas-to-dust ratio has been shown to inversely scale with
the metal content. Past studies have shown that metallicity
has little to no effect on the mass loss rates within Galac-
tic and Magellanic Cloud AGB and RSG stars (van Loon
2000; van Loon et al. 2005). Our relation of M˙ ∝ r−0.03±0.07gd
matches this expectation and thus we can conclude that the
gas-to-dust ratio has little effect on the mass loss of AGB
stars and RSGs within our Galaxy and the LMC. Though
the wind is, the mass loss itself does not appear to be driven
by dust; the mass loss rate is probably set by pulsation
and/or other physical mechanisms originating in the stel-
lar photosphere.
Our new mass loss prescription uses three stellar param-
eters as gauges of physical differences within the sample. In
general, we expect luminosity to give us the initial mass,
gas-to-dust ratio to give us the metallicity and pulsation
period to give us the precise evolutionary stage within the
superwind phase. We expect all three parameters to affect
all of these physical differences to some degree.
5.6 Comparison to previous prescriptions
Most mass loss prescriptions of AGB and RSG stars typi-
cally focus on specific stages of mass loss and are derived
using observational data. Past mass loss prescriptions like
the Reimers law (Reimers 1975), and the updated Reimers
law (Schröder & Cuntz 2005) are used to calculate the mass
loss rates in the pre-dust driven wind phase. These are based
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Figure 24. The observed wind speed as a function of luminosity (Left), and mass loss rates as a function of luminosity (Right) as
shown in Figures 16 and 19, with the Galactic RSG sample from Mauron & Josselin (2011); we have used updated literature mass loss
rates for VY CMa and µ Cep from Shenoy et al. (2016). We show literature mass loss values (Galactic RSGs lit.) and the calculated
mass loss rates (assuming a rgd = 500) using our mass loss prescription (Galactic RSGs pre.) and the pulsation periods from Kiss et al.
(2006); NML Cyg pulsation period is from Monnier et al. (1997). Also plotted are the mass loss prescriptions by Nieuwenhuijzen & de
Jager (1990), van Loon et al. (2005), as well as our own (Goldman 2016), with a range of values for unknown variables (either effective
temperature or pulsation period).
on the mass loss of red giant branch stars and use luminosity,
stellar radius, and mass; the updated prescription also uses
effective temperature and gravity. Other prescriptions like
that of van Loon et al. (2005) focus on mass loss within the
superwind phase and are based on SED modeling of oxygen-
rich AGB and RSG stars within the LMC. In-depth compar-
isons of previous mass loss prescriptions have been done by
Mauron & Josselin (2011) and Rosenfield et al. (2014).
We have compared our values for expansion velocities
and mass loss rates, computed by dusty, to the Galactic
RSG sample from Mauron & Josselin (2011), shown in Fig-
ure 24. The Galactic RSGs are expected to have gas-to-dust
ratio ∼ 500 and fit well between our Galactic and LMC
samples. Mass loss rates were derived primarily by model-
ing the wind speeds from CO emission. This excludes the
mass loss rates of α Sco, derived by modeling the H ii region
(Reimers et al. 2008), α Ori derived by fitting C i lines (Hug-
gins et al. 1994), and VY CMa and µ Cep derived by fitting
the SEDs with dusty models (Shenoy et al. 2016). As these
were derived using various methods and making different as-
sumptions, we use caution in comparing them individually.
We will however use the sample to understand how red su-
pergiants fit within our more general picture of mass loss in
evolved stars. We have also displayed the calculated Galactic
RSG mass loss rates derived using our prescription (Figure
24), in which we assume a gas-to-dust ratio of 500 and use
pulsation periods from Kiss et al. (2006).
The literature values for mass loss, which again use dif-
ferent methods of deriving the wind speeds and mass loss
rates, are generally much lower than our values for the mass
loss rates and we have plotted them in Figure 24. Along with
more accurate distances for our Galactic sources, and thus
luminosities and mass loss rates, new data has allowed for a
more accurate measure of the optical depth. More accurate
Spitzer data has allowed for a better measure of infrared ex-
cesses as well as a decrease of confusion from contaminating
sources within the observing fields. We have also compared
our mass loss prescription to previous mass loss prescriptions
(Fig 24) plotting different values for unknown variables (ei-
ther effective temperature, expansion velocity or pulsation
period). The comparison suggests that some of the sources
within the Galactic RSG sample may not be within the su-
perwind phase of mass loss. We will discuss the evolutionary
stages of these sources further in the following section.
5.7 Fundamental stellar parameters and mass loss
Our current analysis covers highly evolved AGB and RSG
stars with a luminosity range from 2,000 to over 300,000 L
and metallicity range of a half to twice solar. This range al-
lows us to draw conclusions about the mass loss mechanism
and how it is affected by fundamental differences within the
stars. We expect L, rgd and P to relate to mass, metallicity
and evolutionary phase. While the links between luminosity
and initial mass, and rgd and metallicity are more estab-
lished (e.g. Blöcker 1995; Vassiliadis &Wood 1993), evidence
for a link between pulsation period and evolutionary stage
is still unclear (Groenewegen et al. 2007; Sloan et al. 2012).
As our stars progress through the superwind stage, stellar
pulsation will become stronger and slower. We expect this
pulsation period may be able to give us an indication of the
source’s stage within the superwind phase. We will discuss
each of these relationships in the following subsections.
Mass (initial and current): The initial mass will have
a dramatic impact on the evolution of these stars. Dredge-
up efficiency and hot-bottom burning will vary with initial
mass, thus the C/O ratio of these stars will depend on the
initial mass (e.g. Boothroyd 1995; Karakas 2010). In terms
of mass loss, a higher initial mass will allow the star to get to
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a higher luminosity before the onset of the superwind phase,
thus resulting in higher mass loss rate. As these sources reach
more advanced stages within the superwind phase their mass
will decrease as their luminosity remains the same. We ex-
pect that a higher luminosity will result in a higher mass
loss rate. In these stars we know that the dust formation
zone will depend on luminosity, being further away for more
massive stars. Looking at the ratio of luminosity and current
mass (L/M), our higher luminosity RSGs (∼ 200, 000 L)
and lower luminosity sources (∼ 50, 000 L) have masses
of around 20 and 5 M respectively and quite similar L/M
ratios. Assuming this ratio to be constant within our sam-
ples, we expect the ratio of radiation flux and gravity to
be independent of radius as both depend on radial distance
as r−2. The acceleration is determined by the difference be-
tween the radiation pressure and gravity, which at any given
radius is larger for more massive (more luminous) stars with
the same L/M ratio. However, the wind – and ultimately the
mass that is lost – is driven by dust grains, which condense
at a distance where the dust grain equilibrium temperature
matches the condensation temperature. This happens at a
certain photon flux, i.e. further from a more luminous star
by a factor R2 ≡ L, thus balancing out the larger difference
between radiation pressure and gravity at a given distance.
But because the area through which the mass flows also in-
creases in proportion to R2, the total amount of mass flowing
through the area increases accordingly, and thus M˙ ∝ L.
As these sources lose mass in the superwind phase and
remain at a constant luminosity, L/M will increase making
it easier to drive the wind while the decrease in mass will
drive a direct increase in P. The source will then evolve to
longer pulsation periods at a constant luminosity; we expect
this is the case for our extreme Galactic Bulge sample. It is
still unclear whether the simultaneous increase in pulsation
period affects the mass loss. With longer and larger pulsa-
tions, as well as reduced gravity at the surface of a larger
star which has lost mass, this should allow stars to levitate
more material out to form dust and more easily drive mass
loss. We expect L/M to affect the mass loss rate directly, and
indirectly through changes in the pulsation period. However,
we are not at a stage where we can fully quantify these re-
lationship.
Metallicity: Gas-to-dust ratios have been shown to scale
inversely proportionally with metallicity (van Loon 2000)
and thus we can use them to understand the effects of metal-
licity. Metallicity will have a dramatic impact on the dust
production of oxygen-rich AGB and RSG stars as well as the
chemical composition of the dust itself (Jones 2013). Unlike
carbon stars, these stars can not create the raw materials for
dust production. Past studies have shown that while nearby
Galactic and Magellanic Cloud oxygen-rich stars have simi-
lar total mass loss rates at higher luminosities, the dust mass
loss rates show a strong dependence on metallicity (Wood
et al. 1998; van Loon 2000; Lagadec et al. 2008); this is con-
sistent with our results.
Observations of Galactic and Magellanic Cloud carbon
AGB stars have been interpreted to show that the quantity
of carbon dust produced in both environments is the same.
It has also been suggested that LMC carbon stars collec-
tively produce more dust than their oxygen-rich counter-
parts (Matsuura 2013; Boyer et al. 2011; Sloan et al. 2016).
It was suggested by Habing (1996) that carbon-rich LMC
AGB stars may have similar gas-to-dust ratios as Galactic
samples. If this is the case, it also stands to reason that they
will have expansion velocities comparable to those of the
Galactic samples. However, van Loon et al. (2008) present
evidence suggesting the effect of primary carbon may not
be as large, which would mean that also Magellanic carbon
star winds are expected to be less dusty, and slower, than
solar-metallicity carbon stars.
It was predicted that AGB mass loss would be depen-
dent on metallicity as an increase in dust optical depth may
cause an increase in the number of absorbing and scattering
events of photons on dust grains and therefore an increase
in the net driving force of the dust-driven wind (Gail &
Sedlmayr 1986). While the dust content and driving of the
wind depends on metallicity, we see no evidence to suggest a
metallicity dependence on the mass loss. We expect that at
lower metallicities the mass is lost in a slower denser outflow
with the same net mass loss efficiency.
Evolutionary phase: As our sources become more evolved
and more extreme, the strength and cycle length of stellar
pulsations will increase. In theory we can use the pulsation
period at a given luminosity as a gauge of the stage within
the superwind phase. As mass decreases due to mass loss,
the pulsation period increases and reduced gravity at the
surface leads to increased mass loss. We know that as the
mass loss ramps up, the gas-to-dust ratio will also change. As
the mass loss in our sources has been found to be insensitive
to metallicity, this implies that we are looking at sources in
the superwind phase where they have reached maximal dust
formation efficiency.
Stellar pulsations can be affected by chemical differ-
ences in the star. The pulsation amplitude of oxygen-rich
AGB stars may be affected by metallicity as TiO absorption
is affected by metallicity, but it is unclear if the pulsation
period will be affected by changes in metallicity as it is de-
termined deeper inside the star. The efficiency of the dust
formation will also vary with evolutionary phase which may
leave some evolved stars like Betelgeuse with little dust (van
Loon 2013). However, this source has not entered its super-
wind phase and would be incompatible with our mass loss
prescription.
In this work we have fit a mass loss prescription using
several stellar samples selected in the superwind stage of
mass loss. We have also included the Galactic RSG sample
for comparison as these sources seem to follow a similar
mass loss mechanism. However, this sample contains sources
not within the superwind phase, and our prescription may
not be able to provide a realistic estimation of the mass loss
rate of these sources. In Fig. 24 we see that Nieuwenhuijzen
& de Jager prescription fits the bulk of the RSG sample
much better. Two of these sources, VY CMa and NML
Cyg with mass loss rates of 5.4 and 1.4 · 10−5 M yr−1
respectively, fit well within our other samples. It is suprising
that given VY CMa shows silicate in emission rather than
absorption (Harwit et al. 2001) that this source would show
such a high mass loss rate compared to the rest of the
sample. However, these sources are luminous and have the
lowest effective temperatures of the RSG sample, may thus
be comparable to our sample while the remaining RSGs
may be at an early evolutionary stage. A similar gap in
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mass loss rates of LMC RSGs on the order of 2 magnitudes
has been found in the past by van Loon et al. (1999). It
appears that at least within RSGs another parameter is
affecting the mass loss.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We present the results of our recent survey of 1612 MHz OH
maser emission in the LMC. We have discovered four new
sources and increased the number of reliable wind speeds
from five to thirteen. The expansion velocities derived from
our maser sources fit well with our updated relation for dust-
driven winds. We have developed a method of deriving gas-
to-dust ratios of OH/IR stars by modeling the spectral en-
ergy distribution and scaling the results with the expansion
velocities derived from maser observations. Furthermore we
have used these new results to develop an empirical mass
loss prescription that includes the effects of metallicity and
luminosity. The results show a correlation of mass loss with
pulsation period, with an even tighter correlation between
mass loss and luminosity. We see a clear link between ex-
pansion velocity and gas-to-dust ratio, yet the gas-to-dust
ratio has little effect on the mass loss of AGB stars and
RSGs. This suggests that mass loss is (nearly) independent
of metallicity between a half and twice solar.
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Table B1. Results of Galactic maser observations.
Object Alternative l b vexp F25 Fint Velocity at peaks
name name (◦) (◦) (km s−1) (Jy) (Jy km s−1) (km s−1)
red blue red blue
IRAS 18115−2139 OH 9.575 −2.032 9.574 −2.031 14.2 60.8 8.85 7.47 −18.4 10.0
IRAS 18139−1816 OH 12.8 −0.9 12.819 −0.901 12.1 16.9 9.21 11.22 −81.1 −56.8
IRAS 18257−1000 OH 21.5 +0.5 21.451 +0.500 18.4 120.5 39.7 30.3 82.4 119.1
IRAS 18268−1117 OH 20.4 −0.3 20.433 −0.344 17.4 30.5 6.15 9.22 9.6 44.4
IRAS 18268−1117 B 16.4 0.82 0.58 78.6 111.4
IRAS 18432−0149 OH 30.7 +0.4 30.715 +0.423 17.5 52.3 15.7 12.5 32.3 67.3
IRAS 18460−0254 OH 30.09 −0.69 30.086 −0.681 20.3 279.9 116.4 131.2 62.1 102.7
IRAS 19059−2219 V* V3880 Sgr 14.662 −13.610 13.0 211.6 8.23 4.5 −3.0 23.0
IRAS 20077−0625 V* V1300 Aql 36.356 −20.415 12.6 1061.0 18.9 8.46 −44.9 −19.8
APPENDIX A: SED MODELING OF
GALACTIC SOURCES
We have modeled a number of Galactic sources from the
Lindqvist et al. (1992) Galactic Centre sample of OH/IR
stars and the Jiménez-Esteban & Engels (2015) Galactic
Bulge sample of more extreme OH/IR stars. Using the same
approach as in our LMC sample, we have fitted 69 Galactic
Centre and 21 Galactic Bulge OH/IR stars with dustymod-
els. These samples serve as a comparison sample at higher
metallicity.
APPENDIX B: GALACTIC OH MASER
SOURCES
We observed eight Galactic maser sources with Parkes in ad-
dition to our LMC sources for pointing checks (Table B1).
We did not find any noticeable changes in expansion ve-
locity when compared to previous observations, but we did
identify several interesting features. From the observation of
IRAS 18139−1816 we found an absorption feature around
30 km s−1. We expect this is a result of absorption within
the nearby dust cloud that can be seen in optical images of
the region. We also found a secondary maser source during
our observation of IRAS 18268−1117. This additional maser
profile is coming from another source within the 13′ beam
of Parkes. The only potential known sources within around
13′ are the evolved S-type AGB star, IRAS 18269−1111,
and the source IRAS 18272−1117. The S-type source has a
carbon-to-oxygen ratio of 1, making it an unlikely candidate
for OH maser emission but still within the realm of possi-
bility, especially if it has recently undergone an additional
thermal pulse and the OH shell corresponds to a time when
it was still an M giant .
APPENDIX C: UVES SPECTRA
We have been able to determine systemic velocities for two of
our LMC sources, IRAS 04407−7000 and IRAS 04516−6902
using UVES reduced spectra from the ESO data archive.
Using a cross-spectrum fitting technique we have fit the
molecular bandheads of these two sources to that of the
UVES spectrum of IRAS 04498−6842. This technique has
allow us to determine the best fit phase difference and deter-
mine the velocity shift. We have used the bright source IRAS
04498−6842 as our model, which has a clear maser profile
yielding a systemic velocity of 260 km s−1. The systemic ve-
locities for IRAS 04407−7000 and IRAS 04516−6902 seem
to fit well between the maser profiles, corroborating the
weaker maser peaks and providing more evidence for all
three maser profiles.
APPENDIX D: VVV PULSATION PERIODS
We have derived pulsation periods for 7 Galactic Bulge stars
from the Jiménez-Esteban & Engels (2015) Galactic Bulge
sample of extreme highly reddened OH/IR stars. Aperture
photometry was done on K band photometry for all of our
Galactic Bulge sources within the tiles of the Vista Variables
in the Via Lactea (VVV) survey (Minniti et al. 2010). A
calibrator star was used in each field to derive relative flux.
Fourier analysis was used to fit the period and a least squares
fit was used to calculate the errors. Three of the sources have
previously derived pulsation periods from van der Veen &
Habing (1990). Our periods of 690, 781, and 833 days are
dramatically different than the values previously derived of
1200, 1500, and 1200 respectively. The inaccuracy of these
derived periods has been shown in Whitelock et al. (1991)
and now in this work.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX file prepared
by the author.
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Figure A1. The SED fitting of dusty models to the dereddened photometry from our Galactic Centre sources.
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Figure A2. The SED fitting of dusty models to the dereddened photometry from our Galactic Bulge sources.
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Figure B1. OH 1612-MHz maser emission from our Parkes observations of additional Galactic sources. Sources are from different
Galactic samples than those modeled in previous sections.
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Figure C1. The UVES spectra of IRAS 04407−7000 and IRAS 04516−6902 fit with the UVES spectrum of IRAS 04498−6842 using a
cross-spectrum fitting technique. The phase shift has been used to calculate systemic velocities for these sources.
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Figure D1. The fit pulsation periods of highly evolved stars from our Galactic Bulge sample. Aperture photometry was done on tiles
from the VVV survey and fit using a Fourier analysis fitting technique.
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